This paper proposes new models for DNA computation based on a simple principle called equality checking. The advantages of the proposed models may include (i) the universal computability of the general models, (ii) the clarity and simplicity of molecular biological operations employed, and therefore (iii) the high feasibility in molecular biological implementation of the models. , and so forth. In spite of those eorts on pursuing possible implementation methods for DNA computers with Turing computability using a nite set of molecular biological operations, there is no commonly acceptable models of DNA computation yet. In this paper, we propose DNA-EC, new models of DNA computation based on a simple computational principle called equality checking. It will be shown that our models have the universal computability of Turing machines. The equality checking principle (EC principle) is simple enough for human to understand and for machines of any kind to implement. In particular, it seems very much suitable for biomolecular machines, because this EC principle only requires the task of equality checking of two memories, represented as strings of symbols, just like a completely hybridized double stranded DNA sequence.
Introduction
Since Adleman's ground-breaking work on the DNA implementation of computing a small instance of directed Hamiltonian path problem ( [Adl94] ), a numerous number of research papers on this new computation paradigm have been published. In fact, Adleman's model has been extensively studied by many researches, for generalizing his technique to solve larger class of problems ([Lip95a] , [Lip95b] , [Bea95] ), for providing abstract DNA computer models with Turing computability ([Adl95] , [Bea95] , [Rot95] , [WYS96] ), and so forth. In spite of those eorts on pursuing possible implementation methods for DNA computers with Turing computability using a nite set of molecular biological operations, there is no commonly acceptable models of DNA computation yet. In this paper, we propose DNA-EC, new models of DNA computation based on a simple computational principle called equality checking. It will be shown that our models have the universal computability of Turing machines. The equality checking principle (EC principle) is simple enough for human to understand and for machines of any kind to implement. In particular, it seems very much suitable for biomolecular machines, because this EC principle only requires the task of equality checking of two memories, represented as strings of symbols, just like a completely hybridized double stranded DNA sequence.
It would be common that the Turing machine or the grammatical equivalent (like phrasestructure grammar) is the computation model at the starting point in order to prove the universal computability of the new model of computation at issue. In contract to this, our model of DNAcomputing has its unique origin : an Equality Machine (EM) a simplied variant of Turing machine with EC principle where \concatenation" is only performed on the working tapes.
This preliminary research is motivated by the work of characterization results for the universal computability of an EM based on EC principle in [ER80] where it is shown that, roughly speaking, the Turing computability can be achieved by the nite control transformation and the checking ability of two memory tapes' equality. The nite control transformation is a common concept (e.g., a generalized sequential machine mapping : GSM mapping), and seems so simple as to be realized by the state-of-the-art technology of molecular biology. Further, checking equality may be one of just the right tasks for molecular manipulation. Thus, we think that our models bear several advantages over the other models of DNA-computing discussed in the literature.
The objective of this paper is to propose new models DNA-EC as the abstract model of DNA-computing and to show their universal computabilities of Turing machines, while the issues of biologically implementing the models together with experimental study will be reported in a separate paper. 2 An Abstract Model of DNA Computation
In this section, we introduce the abstract model of our molecular computation based on a simple and powerful characterization result on the computational power in formal language theory. For a given nite alphabet 6, let 6 = faja 2 6g be the alphabet of barred symbols of 6. In analogy of DNA (or RNA) molecules, 6 can be regarded as the complementary alphabet of 6, so that we assume that (a) = a for all a 2 6. For representing a double stranded string, we prepare the alphabet D The equality machine( [ER80] ) is an abstract acceptor shown in Figure 1 where it has a oneway input tape, a nite control, and two write-only tapes for its memory. With the initial empty memory tapes, the machine starts to read the input from the left and changes its state, then extends one of the two memory tapes by concatenating an output string, according to the transition rules specied. At the end of computation where the input string has been fully read, the machine accepts it only if the contents of the two memory tapes are identical.
Formally, an equality machine (EM) M is a structure (Q;6; 1; ; q 0 ; F ), where Q is the nite set of states, q 0 2 Q is the initial state, F Q is the set of nal states, 6 is the input alphabet, 1 is the output alphabet, and is a mapping from Q 2 6 3 into the nite subsets of Q 2 (1 2 f1; 2g) 3 .
Let M = (Q; 6;1; ; q 0 ; F ) be an EM. This implies that we can denote each transition rule by (p;a) ! (q;u; i), where p; q 2 Q, a 2 6 [ fg, u 2 1 3 , and i 2 f1; 2g.
The classes of languages accepted by nondeterministic and deterministic EMs are denoted by L N (EM) and L D (EM), respectively. Further, RG; CF; CS and RE denotes the four language classes of the Chomsky hierarchy.
Some of very interesting results from [ER80] are summed up here which motivated the current research in this paper.
DNA-EC : A Model of DNA-Computing
Following the notation in [RW96] , we describe our DNA computation model called DNA-EC which is based on the characterization results given in the previous subsection.
In the test tube computation discussed below, T denotes a test tube containing a set of strings over some xed alphabet 6, and by I(T ) we denote its contents. Further, we assume that I(T ) 6 3 unless stated otherwise.
First, we employ a basic operation : AM (Amplify): Given a test tube T , produce two tubes T 0 and T 00 such that I(T ) = I(T 0 ) = I(T 00 ). Then, we assume the following two set test operations :
EM (Emptiness Test): Given a test tube T , return \yes" if I(T ) contains a string (i.e., I(T ) 6 = ;) and \no" if it contains none. EQ (Equivalence Test) : Given a test tube T (where I(T ) D 3 ) that may contain double stranded strings, return \yes" if I(T ) contains (at least) one complete double stranded string, and \no" otherwise.
Note that : (i) Applying AM enables us to use set variables as many times as desired at any time in the programming via DNA-EC.
(ii) An operation EM is often called Detect in some literature (e.g., [Adl95] ). Thus, EM in this paper answers \yes" when the test tube is non-empty, while the one in [RW96] answers \yes" when it is empty. (iii) EQ is a \double stranded version" of EM to detect whether or not there is a completely hybridized double string in the test tube.
Let k 0 and let T; T 1 ; T 2 be set variables for test tubes used in DNA-EC.
The following table shows a collection of set operations we consider in DNA-EC, where a; b; c; d 2 6, u; v; w 2 6 3 : Table 1 (i) Make a copy T 0 j of T j using Amplify ; (ii) T 0 j := Re(T 0 j ; #y1;#1) ; (iii) T j := Re(T j ; #y1; #2) ; (iv) T j := T j [ T 0 j , so that T j may contain two encoded strings of both \q x 0 #1" and \q x 0 #2". [(1)-4] In the case when i = 2 in r j , a successful application of r j to the conguration (p;x; (uv; u)) can be simulated in a symmetric fashion. Thus, in each case, we will be able to have a new encoded conguration : hc 0 i i = q x 0 # v 0 i (for some v 0 ; i = 1 or 2) in T j which corresponds to the original conguration (q; x 0 ; (u 0 v 0 ; u 0 )) or (q;x 0 ; (u 0 ; u 0 v 0 )), for some u 0 , obtained in M after successfully applying r j to (p; x; (uv;u)) or (p; x; (u; uv)).
We proceed to the task of merging all test tubes :
(2) Checking Solution: In order to complete a successful simulation, we have only to check whether or not the current T contains a string \q #i" with q 2 F and i 2 f1; 2g, which is performed as follows :
Make 2jFj more copies of T using Amplify We observe that (1). LC can be generally simulated by LA and DE. (2). DE is a special version of RE in the sense that De(T;w) =Re(T;w;). (3). EX is a special case of RE in the sense that Ex(T;w) =Re(T; w; w). (4). We take the position that DE (therefore, RE) subsumes EX as a part of its task. (5). In fact, a series of operations of (a) 0 (d) above can be done by using a single RE.
Hence, we have : Corollary 1 The class DNA(fUN;REg; fEMg)-EC coincides with RE. Remarks. Thus, RE plays a crucial role in achieving the universal computability in DNA-EC. Further, it should be noted, however, that RE always replaces very specic patterns (like #y, where y is a bounded-length memory string of a given rule) with another (like #) at a unique xed site. This feature seems a great advantage of this model from the actual molecular biological implementation point of view. (We will discuss more about this in Section 4.)
Another Model of DNA-EC | Double Stranded Approach
Admitted that the model DNA-EC described in the previous subsection only requires very restricted manner of applying RE in the computation process, it would be better if we can replace it with other operation that is easier to be implemented. We will show that this is possible if a set test operation EQ is allowed to use instead of EM. That is, we use the property of double stranded molecular strings.
We may assume that each element of is of the form : (p; a) ! (q;u; i), where p; q 2 Q, a 2 6 [ fg, u 2 1 3 and i 2 f1; 2g.
Given an input w, suppose that c = (p; Thus, given an input w, we start with hci 0 and set up the initial tube T 0 so that I(T 0 ) = f2 p 0 w # 1g.
Again, let m = jj and T be the current test tube. Then, (1) using Amplify, make m copies of T , i.e., for all j = 1; :::; m, T j := T . Suppose that for each 1 j m we have an encoded conguration : hci (= 2v 0 R p $ k a x 0 # v 1) in T j .
The idea is that starting with hci 0 , we simulate the original conguration of M in such a naive manner that for each c the encoded conguration hci is simply kept during the simulation.
The way of simulating one transition step by a rule of is now straightforward. (See (1) of Figure 3 .) Let r j =\(p;a) ! (q; y; i)" be a rule to be applied to a conguration c. Then, it is only needed to update an encoded conguration hci as either (2.1) One of the procedures for this purpose makes use of the hybridization mechanism of DNA molecular sequences. That is, after extracting only strings that contain both substrings \$#" and \q$"(where q 2 F ), making them hybridized and cutting down a loop part by CU(e.g., in terms of an appropriate restriction enzyme), one can produce a test tube T contains possible double stranded strings corresponding to the correct strings satisfying the conditions above, where we design $ = #. Then, the Equivalence Test can be applied to the current test tube. If \yes" is returned, then w 2 L and it halts. Otherwise, go back to (1) and work on the original T copied above. (T;w) .) It should be also noted that we could have even more ecient starting string hci which contains no symbol $ if instead of RB (Rb(T; p$; q$) and Rb(T; $a;$$)), we use RE (Re(T; pa; q)) in the simulation process of (1). These considerations again lead us to the universal computability result presented in Corollary 1.
Summing up the discussion above, we have : We note that almost all of the known works on the power of DNA computing assume (take advantage of) the use of the operation IN (in Table 1 ) which oers us the ability to create the total set of strings of a xed length over the given alphabet 6. That is, given k 0, by using IN, we have a test tube T such as I(T ) = 6 k within a (xed) constant time.
In [RW96] the following result is shown : DNA(fUN,IN,BXg,fEMg)-P=1 p 2 (= P NP ), where BX is the bit-wise counterpart of our EX in that it has one more parameter in its syntax to designate the position of target bit.
It is not so hard to see that these two operations BX and EX have actually the same eects within the polynomial time computation (by using a coding technique). Therefore, we have : In this paper, we have proposed a new type of abstract models for DNA-computing that is based on a simple computation principle of checking string equivalence introduced and intensively studied by Engelfriet and Rozenberg in [ER80] . We have investigated some of the fundamental models with Turing universal computability within the framework of DNA-EC, i.e., DNA(O; T )-EC. It is almost clear that one may make many proposals of DNA-computing models of other types, varing parameters O and T from one to another. On the other hand, there have already been made many attempts to discover grammatical DNA computation models with Turing computability ( [FKP95] , [Pau95] , [YKF97] , etc.) based on the splicing operation (originally proposed by Tom Head in [Hea87] ) and its extensions. Rather recently, Kari and Thierrin ([KT96] ) propose and investigate another type of grammatical model for DNA computation based on insertion/deletion schemes. Contextual insertion/deletion in their paper can be regarded as a special type of RE, while the use of RE in our models only requires special types of contexts. It seems interesting to study trade-o relations of biological operations between these two models. It may be summarized, however, that primary interests of most existing works lie in the generative capacity of the proposed grammatical models and the formal language theoretic characterizations, while a clear dierence of our models from others is that we use a collection of set (test tube) operations suitable for molecular biological implementation and our models benet from a great eciency of \molecular parallelism" in more natural manner.
Recently Reif ([Rei95] ) has proposed a parallel molecular computation model PAM which can theoretically eciently simulate a nondeterministic Turing machine and a PRAM, where a PA-Match operation, equivalently the join operation in relational database, is employed in an eective manner. Due to the complexity of the molecular biological transformation procedure to realize a PRAM program, it seems need more study to ll in the technological gaps between two computation procedures in dierent levels.
More recently, Roo and Wagner ([RW96] ) propose a formal framework to discuss the computational power of various abstract models for DNA computing and show several interesting results of relationships between proposed models and known computational complexity classes within a polynomial time DNA computation. In their paper a variety of set operations concerning Extraction and Replacement operations, (like Bit Extraction, Bit Replacement) is introduced and used in the analysis of their computation models. Although those operations have theoretically the same power as our counterparts discussed in this paper within the polynomial-time computation using Initialization operation, that would make a great dierence as far as the molecular implementation of those operations is concerned. That is, due to the simplicity, our operations seem to have more molecular biological reality, and we are going to get into DNA lab experiments for conrming this intuition of the biological feasibility of our models. 
